Along picturesque mountains,
steep cliffs and long beaches

4 to 11 July
8-day walking holiday - Ireland

Delightful experiences

Dingle Way
Day 1: Arrival
Flight to Shannon and transfer
to Tralee. Preparation evening
and tour briefing.

p.P. incl. flight
for choice, and we’ll enjoy an
unforgettable Irish evening.
Walking time: 4h45, medium

€ 1.590,-

at our destination on the flanks Day 7: Cloghane - Castlegof Mount Brandon. Walking
regory
time: 5h30, medium
Yesterday, we admired it from
high above; today we’ll spend
Day 4: Dingle - Dunquin
Day 6: Ballycurrane - Cloalmost the whole day wanThe road leads us out of Dingle ghane
Day 2: Camp - Annascaul
dering on Ireland’s longest
On the first stretch of the rou- via the harbour. In fair weatToday is the only mountain
sandy beach. At the midpoint
her, we may opt to take our
te, sheep will be our constant
stage of the tour - but don’t
of the route is, the views to
companions. After just a short first break after only a few
worry, because the route to
the front and behind are
meters, on the pretty promeclimb, Inch Beach comes into
the mountain pass on Mount
equally impressive – and could
nade (after all, slow and
view; shortly after that, an
Brandon is comfortable, and
hardly be more beautiful. We
steady wins the race!) Later,
ideal little resting place. After
our efforts are rewarded with
finally leave the sand at Fahaa gentle hilly stretch, the route we’ll arrive at the small village an outstanding view of the
more, and shortly afterwards,
descends steadily, with a view of Ventry, where a small coffee 12km-long longest sandy
we’ll walk through the quiet
shop will invite us to take a
of the Slieve Mish mountains,
beach in Ireland. The path
village to reach our hotel on a
towards the day's destination. break and enjoy a view of the goes steeply downhill before a
secluded bay.
Walking tiA rewarding evening awaits us beautiful sandy beach. A little
forest road takes us gently
me: 4h, easy
later, we’ll follow the line of
at the South Pole Inn: The
down to Farran. By the time
the beach and tackle another
legendary pub of Irish polar
we reach Brandon, we’ll have
Day 8: Return journey
ascent, with repeated incredib- earned a refreshment in the
explorer Tom Crean.
Departure from Castegregory
le views of the coast and the
Walking time: 3h45, easy
local pub. Only an hour later,
to Shannon. Return flight
Atlantic. In the “Cafe and
we’ll be in Cloghane. Walking
Day 3: Annascaul - Dingle
Craft", we’ll have another
time: 5h, hard
We’ll leave Annascaul and
chance to look back on the
reach a romantic stony bay
best moments of the day, with Included
after around an hour of wal• Assistance at the airports in Vienna and Shannon
incredible view of Blasket Isking. On the hill next to it sits
lands - a “Star Wars” shooting • 7nights including breakfast at selected B&Bs and 3-star hotels
Minard Castle, where one could
location. Walking time: 5h,
• Luggage transport from accommodation to accommodation
easily be tempted to stay the
medium
• All transfers
whole day. We’ll tackle a small
Day 5: Dunquin - Ballycurascent and walk past several
• Flight from Vienna to Shannon or from Germany/Switzerland to
rane
farms. A little later, the path
Shannon
Our first stop is a small bay
will lead us along the foot of
behind Dunquin. After that, a
the An Cnoc mountain, where
Minimum number of participants: 4 / Max. 12
short inland stretch will bring
we’ll walk around the foothills
Surcharge for 4-6 persons: € 280,us to Smerwick Harbour, from
and cross Garlinny River, enFlat rate p.p. excl. flight: € 1.290,joying views of the impressive where we’ll cross the kilometre
Surcharge for single occupancy: € 300,-long beach to arrive at Ballymountain landscape and its
Registration deadline: One month before departure
countless sheep. A long, com- david. We’ll take a long rest at
the small harbour before contifortable descent will bring us
Highlights: Inch Beach - Minard Castle - South Pole Inn nuing along a beautiful coastal
to Dingle, the city that shares
path to Dooneen Pier. One
the island’s name. Lovers of
Mount Brandon - Brandon Bay - Pubparadies Dingle meadow path later, we’ll arrive
authentic pubs will be spoiled
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